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This was especially so, since in
many such countries of the
developing world, the state had a
miserable track record. An
alternative was desperately
needed.

In this rush, no one thus far
has given much importance 00 the
theoretical history of civil society
and its origins, which is vital in
our Wlderstanding of the notion
altogether. If we don't know what
civil society is and what it stands
for, then how can we first, expect
it 00"empower the poor", as is the
general consensus in' the
developing world; and second,
decide which sector or sectors to
target in order 00strengthen civil
society? So what is this white
elephant known as civil society?

Civil society has its origins in
the Latin notion of civilis
societas referring to conununities
which conformed 00 norm' that
rose above and beyond the laws
of the state- Civil society would,
thus, have included institutions
like the medieval Church or the
modem Mafia. TIle tenn referred
to moral value and authority, ie in
civil society (01' in opposition to
it) lay the moral foWldations of
society. In modem literature, the ,
term first made iI, appearance in
the works of Adam Smith and
uerman philosopher Hegel Smith
...*"1the term 00refer 00a sphere
separate from the political, in
which competition and self-
interest are played out in the
market. Similarly, Hegel also
understood it to be a separate
.phere existing outside the
political state. Karl Marx, in 111m,
borrowed the term from Hegel,
but disagreed with him on the
basis that the political state and
ci.iJ society were one in the same.
In fact, Marxwent as far as to
claimthat civilsociety brought
about the breakdown of the
individual's relation 00 society and

community by fragmenting the
political whole inlo economic and
social parts. Historically,
therefore, Marx points to the birth
of cr.iJ society as a consequence-..~ """"",._. . ..

Noted Italian philosopher
Antonio Gramsci, in the most
familiar of modern
interpretations, describes civil
society in a much different sense;
as the sphere that battles
capitalist logic, Civilsociety takes
on the notion of 'termin,' a place
where t~e state, the people, the
market mteract and where the
people wage war against the
hegemony of the market and the
state. WI..t actual institutions
belong 00 'the people' therefore
change depending on their
activity on that terrain: the
Church, for example may be
identified »;th the State' while the
lower clergy may be associated
with the people. Gramsci's
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readings of civil society, and the
meanings he attached 00 it in his
writings, are those that the world
follows most closely today.

The anaiysL, of Smith, Hegel,
Gramsci and Marx, among others,
are important to re-examine,
because they point to a key
characteristic flaw in countries
like Pakistan. Both Smith and
Hegel e1aimed that civil society
was the birth of a new realm,
which rose after the dissolution of
the old political order and the
demise of the monarch as the
center of the state. According to
this theory, civil society is

'progressive, democratic and
varied-everything "good". But
underslood, according to Marx,
civil society is a modern notion,
become'part oT'theeconoiTilc
sphere, rather than as part of
politics. But in many countries of
the South, the old political order
still exists. Property rights, for
instance, still dictate political
power in a number of developing
coWltries. Ci,iJ society then, has
yet to be born, echoing the
doomsday-like prophecies of
Marx.

In some ways, this is the key 00
understarKlingUteevolving naUlre
of civil society over the decades,
since however we choose to
understand it, civil society has
always followed the rise of new
and alternative forces in society
and the aspiration to create a
private sphere separate from, yet
connected 00Oles'tale. In modem

times, this can include the civil
rights movement, the feminist
movement, farmers groups, gay
rights, etc. All these groups have
formed the basis of what civil
society stands for today-the
"society" in the tripartite world of
politics, economics and society.

Although this is hardly a
comprehensive his'lorical analysis
of the origins of civil society, it
does form the basis for a great
deal of thought as to its present
functions. With the fall of the
welfare state, the rise of
capitalism and the decline of
social capital, civil society has
heralded the resurrection of the
"proletariat" and redemption from
the sins of the State and market.
Despite this, in the Pakistani

18IkSor-tlle~ei\iiie7; ofci~ii
society, the first and probably the
only character that springs to
mind is NGOs.

Currently, however
intellectuals are beginning t~
argue that NGOs can actually be
cHunter-productive to the
development of civil society if
they are co-opted by the
establishment or pursue donor-
driven agendas. Therefore, if
NGOs are considered to be the
only ingredient of civil society,
then it also pil" them against all
the other forces existing »ithin
the institutional reaI.msuch as the
government and the market.
FurthemlOre, looking at Ute slow
success rate of NGOs and Ihe
volWltary sector in a country like

Pakistan, it raises the question as
to how organised NGOs and
CBOs are 00be considered a vital
part of civil society, if not the only
component? This notion as most
soon realised, went against the
prevailing World Bank and IMF
trends of participatory and
people-centered development, as
it did not recoguise all the other
"people" in the larger scheme of
society, such as small enterprises,
the media, academics, organtsed
labour unions and even the
household itself. '

If civil society is to be
interpreted through the theory of
Hegel and Smith, then it is a
sec'tOr that does not include any
institutional ,players. It lies
separate from the bureaucracy
."""'~" c.;.","""r...ynJliI-
the citizen sector, is exactly what it
states: the citizens themselves.
Contrary 00 this, if we Wlderstand

civil society aecording to Marx,
then all institutions whether in the
political, economic or social
realm, are in some waypart of
civil society due to the fact of
their pursuing political and
economic interest,.

In PakisUln, the case can be
anaIysed more accurately in tem"
of the theories put forward by
Marx. A new and liberal order stin
does not exist in this country.
Democracy itself is a contested
term and space. Where feudal and
traditional stmctures still flourish
and the voluntary sector itself is
sheltered from the neo-liberal
influences of the international

market, the other more c'Ontmou
characters of g!obal civil society
such a,' the media, political
parties, religious movements and
even the household are equally
weak ,md cannot be expected UJ
complete the mould.

A m~ior lag both in the study
and in the understandiug of civil
society has been the lack of
acceptance of the role that private

sector organisations play in
bridging and supporting
institutional gaps, although to
give credit, this is now being
recognised by many in the third
sector in particular. The rise and
contribution of the non-
government sector has
undermined completely the fact
that profit-making bodies are not

~.Ilfrl .r("\'-rffi1fi'rrrloht'r.tflr.lr".,
Gram.ct would not agree with !hi,
interpretation, but if civil society
is present to protect the social,
economic and political rights of a
people, what then is the role of
the State and the market? Sinlply
to provide lhe platform for
conflict that civil society can
resolve? Marx would argue that it
would probably worsen the
l'Onflictrather than solve it'

Tbi" in effect, is exactly what
is happening in Pakistan. The
state, market and society are in
constant conflict \\;th each other
Over rights, duties and
obligations. The state at times
extols the virtues of the citizen
sector and at times condemns it
by imposing ad hoc and arhitmry
rules and regulations. The market
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is both widening and narrowing
the gap between social and
economic opportonities, as even
small villages in Sooth Asia have
access to global satellite chaJU\els,
while on the other haod, market
prices for household commollities
takes a m1\iorleap every year.

In practice, however, civil
society groups are not
independent of the State. Politics
is the process in which people
represent their interests. These
ioterests are incorporated into
politics, but still require a
monitoring system for people to
be able to know that policies are
being enforced. Civil soeiety has
thIlS become the "watch-dog'. for
the people. Depending on which
way the river flows, govenullenL,
either use civil society to flaunt
thcir plans, or toOsuppress them.
Subsequently, civil society itself is
throvm into a flux every timc a
civilian government is ovet1hrown
by a military eoupe. All of a
sudden, it moves from being the
under dog to the most prominent
player in national politics, or vice
versa, it is suppressed and made
captive to dictatorial policies.

In any case, civil society has
yet to fulfil its dainl as one of the
main elements for a strong
democracy. Assuming greater
responsibility, then, is not just the
role of Statc and market
institutions, but of dvil sodety as
well. In countries like Pakistan,
dvil sodety L,torn into a number
of divisions along class, ethnidty
and economic opportunities.
NGOs and even voluntary
organisationsin large cities like
Karachi will have a marked
ditTerence in outlook and attitude,

as compared to their smaller
counterparts in the rural areas.
Religious organL,ations, will not
entertain the membership of
those belonging to other beliefs.
Political parties will encourage

mon and support those leadcrs with
ciety the strongest cash flow, rather
tical than,those with secular and
; and progressive ideals. Among this
ually conflict of interest, ideas and
.d to causes, the "values" of civil

society come strongly into
question. Marx was probably right
.after all!

What do we need civil society
to actually do for IISthen? Are we
looking at ways to battle
capitalism? If so, definitions of
civil society cannot include the
market, but mu.,t existin conflict
with it. If we are looking at ways
in which to battle the exces.,cs of
the state, how can we not include
local government?

Civil society can undoubtedly
playa critical role in Pakistan,

""WormfJfi~thl~~rrelt '~~~th'Wci
spewed 0 out by IFIs 0 and
international NGOs. In order for
it to be credible, civil society
must understand to whom it is
accountable, who it must
consider legitimate and from
whom it mu.,t be mdependent for
it to function smoothly. It must
mform and create its own
opinion through historical theory
and current facts. If civil society'
ISto be a force as comparable to
the state and the market then it
must realise the potential that
other actors like the media,
academics, individuals and for-
profit organisations can play, so
that reports in newspapers could
start. to read, "members of
government, the market and
civil society representatives'.
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